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The Right Here Showcase announces the 4 commissioned artists for the 7th iteration of this vital community program, 

showcasing Minnesota's most original voices in local contemporary performance. 
 
In an effort to reinvigorate the local theater community by highlighting underserved voices with forward looking artistic visions, Co-
Artistic Producers, Paul Herwig and Marcela Michelle, proposed that applicant artists from any discipline propose a work of 
experimental theater for this, the 7th Right Here Showcase.  
 
This year’s Right Here Showcase commission recipients are: 
 

D. Allen, Shalee Mae Cole, Chris Garza, and Kat Purcell 
 
The Right Here Showcase provides our community it’s only open, annual, juried platform to support Minnesota-based, mid-career 
contemporary performing artists, and to introduce new audiences to their work. This year The Right Here Showcase has 
announced big changes in leadership, artistic focus, and increased financial commission. Founding Artistic Producer Paul Herwig 
will be joined by local queer performance luminary Marcela Michele in leading the program this year, and together they have 
recalibrated the focus of the 7th Right Here Showcase directly on experimental theater artists and/or works. The financial 
component of each commission has also increased over past years by 60%. 
  
Project Leadership: Paul Herwig (McKnight Artist Fellow 2008, and City Pages Artist of the Year 2005) founded the program to 
fill a niche in the local community, and contribute to raising awareness of the Twin Cities as a deep reservoir of excellence in 
contemporary performance. Marcela Michelle (2022 Co-Artistic Producer; Artistic Co-Director and Director of Programming for 
Lightning Rod; former Artistic Director of 20% Theatre Company) is bringing to the program her unique and spherical lens, honed 
here in MN as a performer, panelist, witness, and steward of new works, festivals, showcases, and evenings such as this. 
 
“This year I feel we all will benefit greatly by the inclusion of Marcela Michele into the leadership team. I think this is an important 
move for the program, to better reflect the community it serves, and increase the overall artistic and programmatic excellence of 
the project." - Paul Herwig, Founding Artistic Producer 
  
“As an artist and producer who cares greatly about New Works, about the Multi/Inter/Trans-Disciplinary, and about performers 
making here in the chaotic spiritual energy of Minnesota, I am honored and excited to be working with Paul to bring the next 
iteration of Right Here to our communities. This showcase has always been an inspiring snapshot for a wide range of audiences, 
perhaps because the mid-career performer/maker knows something of having been somewhere with still somewhere to go “  – 
Marcela Michelle, Co-Artistic Producer 
                 
 

WHAT: The Right Here Showcase Commissioned Artists for the 7th Anniversary Season 
 
WHERE: Venue TBD, connect to www.righthereshowcase.weebly.com for more information 
 
WHEN: November 10-20  
 
PROGRAM CONTACT: Founding Artistic Producer Paul Herwig, paulola@icloud.com 

 
                 
 
This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from the Metropolitan  
Regional Arts Council, thanks to a legislative appropriation from the arts and cultural heritage fund. 

CONTACT: 
Paul Herwig, Founding Artistic Producer 
612-384-5435 
paulola@icloud.com 
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